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Abstract
Generating character motion from motion
capture systems is difficult because they require
a variety of task environments. To overcome
this drawback, we constructed a reactive motion
capture system that combines a conventional
motion capture system with force feedback de-
vice and visual information in the human-scale
virtual environment. Our purpose is to make
character animations with character motion data
generated from the interaction with force feed-
back and the virtual environment, using the fact
that a person’s motion in the real world can be
represented by the reactions of the person to real
objects. In this research, we made animations
via several scenarios for animating character
motion generation with the reactive motion
capture system. The results demonstrated that
character motion generated by the developed
system was useful for producing the animation,
which includes the scene of reactive motion.

Keywords: Force Feedback, Motion Cap-
ture, Human-scale Virtual Environments,
Virtual Human

1 Introduction

To generate the human motions in virtual envi-
ronments made by a computer that are similar
to the real world, Virtual Reality (VR) technol-

ogy is an especially valid means for the sake of
simulation and evaluation in several fields. In
recent years, the research on virtual humans that
are able to interact naturally with users, has also
been progressing.

Research for motion generation of virtual hu-
mans has used methods such as kinematics and
key frame interpolation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The
method of kinematics simulates the motion of
a virtual human based on the numerical formula
model of inverse kinematics. Using this method,
we can generate the motion for a virtual human
model and can also give the variation of motion.
In the key frame interpolation method, we can
interpolate the frames in a computer by using the
key frame, which is made to produce in-between
frames for important posture of a series of hu-
man motions. In the method of kinematics and
key frame interpolation, character motion can
be synthesized simply by using the above meth-
ods combined, however, in the case of creating
a more complicated motion, it is indispensable
to find a more skilful technique to make the key
frames.

Recently, methods that make use of a mo-
tion capture system to obtain a character’s mo-
tion data have been widely reported [6, 7, 8, 9].
Motion capture can make the animation process
much easier, especially when trying to recreate
realistic character animation, such as the inter-
action of multiple 3D characters, or characters



Figure 1: Reactive motion capture system.

engaged in sporting activities. Although the mo-
tion capture system can easily acquire the char-
acter motion, this method requires preparing a
real working environment for performing on a
stage and it is also influenced by the proficiency
of the user.

To overcome this drawback, we developed
a reactive motion capture system that com-
bines a conventional motion capture system
with force feedback and the human-scale vir-
tual environment[10]. We verified the accuracy
of the reactive motion capture system and per-
formed the evaluation experiments using two
different conditions: one is tracing the rim of
a real cube using a conventional motion capture
system, and the other is tracing the rim of a vir-
tual cube using the reactive motion capture sys-
tem. The reactive motion capture system is able
to actualize the acquisition of various motion
data by representing the force feedback with vi-
sual information in the virtual environment. Our
system improves the weak point of the conven-
tional motion capture method, which requires
real objects and the performance of a skilful ac-
tor. In this paper, our aim is to make animation
with character motion data generated by the in-
teraction between force feedback and the virtual
environment, using the fact that a person’s mo-
tion in the real world can be represented by the
reactions of the person to real objects. In order
to verify the efficiency of character motion gen-
erated by the reactive motion capture system,
we will carry out experiments where the user
generates the character motion corresponding to

force feedback and visual information, and pro-
duce character animations using character mo-
tion data captured by the reactive motion capture
system.

We will describe the reactive motion capture
system in section 2 and carry out an experiment
with force feedback in section 3. In section 4,
we will experiment with force feedback and vi-
sual information. Finally, we will conclude this
paper by describing future work in section 5.

2 Environment for character
motion generation

The reactive motion capture system can acquire
the character motion of a user who receives vi-
sual information and force feedback. The devel-
oped system consists of three parts: a human-
scale virtual environment, a human-scale hap-
tic device, and a conventional motion capture
system. The human-scale virtual environment
represents visual information as if a real envi-
ronment exists. The human-scale haptic device
presents force feedback to the user whenever the
user interacts with a virtual object. We use a
human-scale haptic device SPIDAR-H[11] de-
rived from the original SPIDAR device. The
conventional motion capture system captures the
motion of the user inside the developed system.
In the developed system, due to using a wireless
motion capture system, the motion of the user is
not restricted.

Figure 1 shows an aspect of the reactive mo-
tion capture system mentioned above. The reac-
tive motion capture system is presenting a user
with visual information and force feedback in
the human-scale virtual environment. The force
feedback in the reactive motion capture system
reveals interacting user to virtual object for pre-
senting the force. In reactive motion capture, the
user’s hand positions are represented as virtual
points.

During the time the user has contact with a
virtual object, gravity, friction and inertia are
transmitted to the user by using the SPIDAR-H
The force feedback received by the user’s hands
is the resultant force of tension from strings at-
tached to grips.

Also, the user can appreciate the virtual envi-
ronment including the position and velocity of
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Figure 2: Scenario 1 of character motion with
force feedback

virtual objects via the visual information pro-
vided by the reactive motion capture system.

We will present two scenarios: one for mak-
ing animations based on force feedback alone,
and another for making animations based on
both visual information and force feedback. In
order to verify the efficiency of character motion
generation with this reactive motion capture sys-
tem, we made a character animation with mo-
tion data, and generated the motion data using
the two scenarios in the reactive motion capture
system. In section 3, we performed the scenario
experiments with force feedback. Then in sec-
tion 4, we demonstrate character animation un-
der each scenario using both force feedback and
visual information.

3 Character motion generation
with force feedback

In order to generate character motion with force
feedback using a reactive motion capture sys-
tem, we performed an experiment that changes
weight put user.

Character motion was generated under a num-
ber of weight change conditions, such as a sud-
den lift of a heavy weight from a subject’s hands.
By capturing the subject’s motion at that time,
we produced character motion animation by ap-
plying the captured motion data to a virtual hu-
man. Figure 2 shows character motion under
Scenario 1, which was generated by the reac-
tive motion capture system with force feedback
before product of a character animation.

Scenario 1 is as follows. A man holds a box

Table 1: Experimental conditions

Experimental conditions Change of weight

Conventional motion capture Real object
Human’s acting Human’s acting

Reactive motion capture Virtual object

Conventional 

Motion Capture

(Real object)

Conventional 

Motion Capture

(Human’s acting)

Reactive

Motion Capture

(Virtual object)

Figure 3: Appearance of character motion gen-
eration (Scenario 1).

with a fish, and a cat finds the fish (Scene 1).
In order to take the fish, the cat jumps onto the
box (Scene 2). The cat then takes the fish into
its mouth and jumps down from the box (Scene
3). The cat then runs away (Scene 4). In Scene
2, the moment the cat jumps onto the box, the
weight of the box becomes heavier. The hands
and head of the man are correspondingly low-
ered due to the change of weight. In Scene 3, the
moment the cat jumps down from the box, the
weight of the box becomes lighter. The hands
and head of the man are correspondingly raised
due to the change of weight.

Therefore, the animation of Scene 2 and
Scene 3 needs the character motion of the virtual
human due to the change in the box’s weight.

3.1 Process of character motion
generation

As shown in Table 1, an experiment was carried
out under the following conditions, which are
a real object and a human acting in a conven-
tional motion capture environment, and the reac-
tive motion capture system with a virtual object.
In the case of conventional motion capture, each
block of 1kg, 2kg and 3kg weight was prepared
and used as a real object. In the case of the hu-
man’s acting, the subject acts the weight feeling
without real object as each weight block. And



in the case of the reactive motion capture sys-
tem, we change the weight of the virtual object
by using force feedback that corresponds to the
weight of each block.

Figure 3 details the weight change experi-
ment. Under conventional motion capture (with
real objects), the helper controls the weight of a
real object using the blocks. The character mo-
tion data of Scene 2 is generated by the helper
putting the blocks on the hands of the subject.
The character motion data of Scene 3 is gen-
erated by the helper lifting the blocks from the
hands of the subject. In the case of the human’s
acting, the subject generates character motion
under Scenario 1 through acting as a result of
weight changes. On the other hand, in the re-
active motion capture system, character motion
under Scenario 1 is generated by force through
force feedback using the SPIDAR-H system.

In this experiment, three persons (three
males) participated as subjects. We captured
motion data at a rate of 30 frames/sec using 15
motion sensors attached to the subjects’ bodies,
and information on the experimental tasks was
not given to the subjects beforehand.

3.2 Result of character animation

Figure 4 is an animation produced by the virtual
human that reflects the character motion data
corresponding to the 3kg weight using the real
object, the human’s acting, and the virtual ob-
ject. In the case of the real object, the instant the
weight of the real object is added to the user’s
hands, the hands and head of the virtual human
are correspondingly lowered due to the real ob-
ject’s weight, and when the weight of the real
object is removed from the real user’s hands, the
hands and head of the virtual human react ac-
cordingly, i.e., they are naturally raised as shown
in Figure 4 (a). In the case of the human’s act-
ing, the character motion is generated only via
the virtual human’s hands. The virtual human’s
head does not naturally generate character mo-
tion, as shown in Figure 4 (b). On the other
hand, as for the virtual object, adding weight to
the hands of the subject with a virtual object us-
ing SPIDAR-H, the hands and head of the virtual
human are naturally lowered due to the virtual
object’s weight. The moment the weight of the
virtual object is removed from the user’s hands

(a) Conventional motion capture (real object)

(b) Conventional motion capture (human’s acting)

(c) Reactive motion capture (virtual object)

Figure 4: Character motion of virtual human
corresponding to change of weight．

using SPIDAR-H, the hands and head of the vir-
tual human are naturally raised as shown in Fig-
ure 4 (c).

From this result, we notice that our system
is able to generate character motion that corre-
sponds to weight changes using a virtual object
in the reactive motion capture system that is sim-
ilar to using a real object.

For character motion data acquired by the re-
active motion capture system using a virtual ob-
ject, Figure 5 shows the results of Animation 1
under Scenario 1. It is possible to confirm the
situations as shown in Figure 5 (from Image 1
to Image 4). In Image 2, character motion of
the virtual human changes as follows: when the
cat jumps onto the box, the box becomes simul-
taneously heavier, and the head and hands of
the virtual human are naturally lowered. Fur-
thermore, in Image 3, when the cat jumps down
from the box, the box becomes simultaneously
lighter, and the head and hands of the virtual hu-
man are naturally raised. Moreover, from Ani-
mation 1, we can verify that the character mo-
tion of the virtual human is generated in accor-
dance with the weight changes caused by the cat
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(a) Conventional motion
capture (real object)
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(b) Conventional motion
capture (human’s acting)
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(c) Reactive motion capture
(virtual object)

Figure 6: Results of questionnaire(1Kg, 2Kg and 3Kg)．

1 2

3 4

Figure 5: Character Animation 1 by Scenario 1.

jumping onto and down from the box.

We produced the animation of the virtual hu-
man with real objects, and the human’s acting
with a virtual object, via an experiment using
1kg, 2kg and 3kg weight changes, in order to
verify the fact that the character motion of the
virtual human displays the changes due to each
weight. We investigated the weight, which is felt
through the virtual human from each animation
by conducting a questionnaire survey of ten per-
sons who did not know our research. As shown
in Figure 6, the bottom of each graph indicates
when the weight is actually changed. The lines
in this graph show the average and standard de-
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Figure 7: Scenario 2 of character motion with
force feedback and visual information.

viation of the weight, which is felt by the ten
persons through the virtual human for each ani-
mation. The unit in the graph is kg. The result
of the questionnaire in Figure 6 (a, c) shows that
the weight felt through the animation increases
in accordance with the increase in weight of the
object. The average weights sensed by the ten
persons in the case of using real objects (1kg,
2kg and 3kg) are 1.65kg, 2.85kg and 4.2kg, re-
spectively. In the case of using a virtual ob-
ject (1kg, 2kg and 3kg), the average weight es-
timates are 1.6kg, 2.87kg and 4.1kg. Therefore
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Figure 8: Appearance of character motion generation (Scenario 2).

we perceive that force feedback enables the gen-
eration of character motions in the reactive mo-
tion capture system as well.

From the results shown in Figure 6 (b), we no-
tice that the weight felt through animation does
not increase in exact accordance with the in-
crease in the rate of the weight in the human’s
acting. This is because the rate of increase in the
human’s acting does not make a big difference.

4 Character motion generation
with force feedback and visual
information

In order to verify the efficiency of character an-
imation using force feedback and visual infor-
mation, we produced character animation using
character motion generated by the reactive mo-
tion capture system.

Scenario 2, which includes both force feed-
back and visual information, is as follows. As
shown in Figure 7, the moment the child tries to
give the fish to his mother, a cat finds the fish.

The child gazes at the mother and she comes out
of her hands (in Scene 1). In order to take the
fish, the cat jumps onto the box (in Scene 2).
The cat takes the fish in its mouth and jumps
down from the box (in Scene 3). The cat runs
away, and the child and his mother chase the cat
to catch it (in Scene 4).

Scene 1 includes the element via visual in-
formation, Scenes 2 and 3 include the element
via force feedback, and Scene 4 includes the el-
ement via visual information. Displaying visual
information and using force feedback simulta-
neously generates character motion of the child
corresponding to the changes in the box’s weight
and the motion of the mother. We produced
character animation by generating character mo-
tion of the virtual human using the reactive mo-
tion capture system as in Scenario 2.

4.1 Process of character motion
generation

In the process of motion generation, the distance
between the subject and the virtual mother in the
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Figure 9: Character Animation 2 by Scenario 2.

human-scale virtual environment was 170cm,
the height of the subject was 165cm, and the
height of the virtual mother on the screen was
210cm.

As shown in Figure 8, to generate the child’s
character motion using the elements of visual
information and force feedback, the motion of
the virtual mother was previously captured by
the reactive motion capture system as detailed in
Scenario 2. The virtual mother’s motion is dis-
played in the human-scale virtual environment.
The subject can generate a natural gaze and mo-
tion by interacting with the virtual mother’s mo-
tion (Scene 1 of Figure 8). In the cases of Scenes
2 and 3 of Figure 8, changes in the virtual cat’s
weight provided by SPIDAR-H enabled us to
generate the subject’s motion containing force
feedback. Regarding the motion of the child in
reaction to the cat running away, the subject can
generate gaze and motion naturally by interact-
ing with the virtual cat’s motion as shown in
Scene 4 of Figure 8.

In this experiment, two persons (two males)
participated as subjects. We captured motion
data at 30 frames/sec using the 15 motion sen-

sors attached on the subjects’ bodies. Informa-
tion on the experimental task was not given to
the subjects beforehand.

Results of character animation

Figure 9 shows Animation 2, which was made
by an animation company using the character
motion data generated by the motion of the vir-
tual human as described in Scenario 2 using the
reactive motion capture system. In Animation
2, the distance between the virtual child and the
virtual mother was 70cm, the height of the vir-
tual child was 135cm, and the height of the vir-
tual mother was 165cm.

In Scene 1 of Figure 9, when the child tries to
give the fish to his mother, we can verify that the
child’s gaze and the position of their hands are
generated naturally according to their height. In
Scene 2 of Figure 9, the moment the cat jumps
onto the box, the weight of the box simultane-
ously becomes heavier due to the cat, and the
hands and head of the virtual child are simulta-
neously lowered in accordance with the change
in weight. In Scene 3 of Figure 9, the moment



the cat jumps down from the box with the fish
in its mouth, the weight of the box simultane-
ously becomes lighter. The hands and head of
the virtual child are simultaneously raised in ac-
cordance with the change of weight. In Scene
4 of Figure 9, when the cat runs away, the child
and the mother chase the cat.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we made an animation for verify-
ing character motion generation in the reactive
motion capture system, and successfully gener-
ated character motion under Scenario 1 and Sce-
nario 2 using the reactive motion capture sys-
tem. It becomes clear that by using the reac-
tive motion capture system it is possible to re-
alise the acquisition of character motion data by
presenting force feedback and visual informa-
tion in the human-scale virtual environment. In
Animation 1, we showed that the reactive mo-
tion capture system was very useful for gener-
ating character motion by using force feedback.
Through Animation 2, the character motion data
was contained in the animation by visual infor-
mation and force feedback that was generated
by the reactive motion capture system, and ap-
plied to the virtual human of animation. It was
verified that the reactive motion capture system
allows the generation of character motion in the
animation.

For future research, we plan to develop a
multi-modal reactive motion capture system,
combining visual, haptic, and auditory informa-
tion with the reactive motion capture system.
Also, we plan to produce animations under sce-
narios based on reactive motion.
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